
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to Winter 2017! I can’t believe half of this 

school year is already over-the school years seem to 

be flying by! We had a terrific Winter Workshop on 

Saturday, January 28th at Cinco Ranch Junior High. 

The quality and variety of the sessions was amazing 

and I thank every presenter for sharing their time 

and talent. Also, thank you to those who joined us 

and I sincerely hope you had a great morning of 

learning.  

What’s next?  

On one of my favorite television shows, The West 

Wing, President Bartlett would comment to his staff 

after the successful completion of difficult task, 

“What’s next?” Always on his mind was the new 

adventure that would be coming up next. As this 

school year quickly draws to a close, I encourage 

you to think about what is next in your professional 

life. Dream big-what if?-What would you try if you 

knew you couldn’t fail?  

The Reflective Practitioner  

Donald Schon, in his book The Reflective 

Practitioner, encourages us to ‘reflect-in-action’. I 

believe the author is asking us-giving us permission 

to take the time-, as professional educators, to stop 

and think about what has happened and what is 

happening in our professional lives. When you open 

your eyes in the morning, what thoughts come to 

mind? Sitting down at the end of the day, what 

practices helped students and the teacher 

succeed? What made you smile today? All of 

these thoughts shape who you are as teacher. 

They are important. Let them come into your 

mind and ruminate there until they spur action.  

Now go…and do. 

You know that professional book that is sitting 

on the corner of your desk that you’ve been 

meaning to get to for weeks? Start reading! As 

Maria Von Trap says ‘Let’s start at the very 

beginning. It’s a very fine place to start.” I 

encourage you to set aside just a few minutes a 

day to sit & read-for yourself, for your students. 

Start small. You eat the big giant elephant in the 

room, one small bite at a time.  

Writing is the window to the soul. I encourage 

you to set aside a few minutes each day to write 

what’s on your mind and in your heart. How did 

the day go? Where is that book I’ve been 

searching for? The kids completely understood 

the lesson today. Why is that? When we choose 

to reflect-in-action, we grow and develop as 

professionals. Writing and reflecting is the only 

way to keep the fire in our professional lives lit.  

I love the song from my long-ago Brownie 

days. “Make new friends, but keep the old. One 

is silver and the other’s gold.” I encourage you 

to find a friend and colleague to talk with about 

teaching and learning. A once a week lunch 

with a friend, just to talk about the day and 

week, fills our minds with ideas and notions that 

will percolate in us until they become a reality. 

Friends who are willing to listen and share are 

as valuable to our professional lives as water is 

to a fish.  

I encourage you to make the most of spring 

2017, stopping to smell the flowers and dream 

about what’s next!  

President’s Message by Cathy Roth 
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WHACTE’s Fall Breakfast 

October 7, 2017 



Who in his or her right mind would get up at the crack of dawn and head to a Saturday breakfast meeting 

with fellow Language Arts Teachers? WHACTE members, that’s who!! 

Yes, almost 200 teachers from all over the Houston area gathered at the Sugar Land Marriott on 

Saturday, September 24th, to hear Jeff Anderson, a fellow educator and Abydos trainer, speak to a 

packed ballroom of teachers who wanted to learn about  REVISION DECISIONS.  

Jeff modeled a great lesson using two of his works: 

Revision Decisions: Talking Through Sentences and Beyond by Jeff and Deborah Dean 

 This practical writing guide walks teachers through the revision process using the acronym 

 D- Delete- unnecessary and repeated words 

 R- Rearrange- words, phrases, or clauses 

 A- Add connectors 

 F-  Form new verb endings 

 T- Talk it out 

Zack Delacruz JUST MY LUCK- Jeff’s 2nd hilarious book is about an awkward middle 

schooler who has a rough start, as do many of our students. “Will Zack overcome middle 

school mayhem and win his lady love?”  Fun read-aloud! 

Jeff walked us through the revision process using snippets of his new novel to demonstrate how to 

‘DRAFT’ our own creations. He helped us realize that attempting the revision process doesn’t have to be 

scary or drudgery (at ANY age). It can be creative and FUN! 

After a hearty breakfast, we elected a new slate of officers to the WHACTE board by unanimous 

decision and welcomed in a president, Catherine Roth who has worked very hard the last few years 

planning our great programs for the fall and spring. 

As soon as we were adjourned teachers ran to Heinemann for Jeff’s super teacher resources and to Blue 

Willow for his first and hot-off-the- press Zack Delacruz novels.  

Thanks to all of the publishers who were available for browsing before and after the meeting  

We look forward to WHACTE’s next gathering which will be a READING/WRITING CONNECTION 

workshop on January 28th at Cinco Ranch Junior High. Look for details SOON! 

 

 

 

 

Marilyn Melton is an educator with The Village School. 
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A “Thank You” to WHACTE:  

 

As a pre-service teacher it is always a privilege to participate in any professional development that is 

offered. When the University of Houston-Downtown informed us of a chance to go to the WHATCE 

Winter Workshop, my classmate and I jumped on it. As soon as we arrived at Cinco Ranch Middle 

School, a member of WHATCE showed us to the library and made us feel welcome, even offering us 

coffee, donuts, and pastries (and who can say no to free pastries?). After everyone settled in, members of 

WHACTE introduced themselves and explained the different workshops being held that day.  

 

The Workshop offered a variety of topics: the morning was split into three sessions, and you were able 

to participate in the topic of your choice. Everything at the Workshop was very organized and well 

thought out. Each group went to a different classroom so it was not overcrowded, and all the classrooms 

being used were in close proximity to one another, which made going from one classroom to the next a 

smooth transition.  

 

My classmate and I enjoyed every session we attended, and we learned different strategies to incorporate 

into our future classrooms. One of the sessions we attended was “Literature Circles in the Elementary 

Classroom.” The instructor had us split in groups and participate in literature circles like she constructs 

in her very own classroom. We enjoyed taking part in the lesson and could definitely see the benefits of 

implementing literature circles in the classroom. This part of the workshop provided a visual of how 

literature circles can be conducted in the classroom and the roles the students take on in literature circles.  

 

Another presenter offered some great ideas to implement into small groups during reading workshop. He 

explained what “Genre Reformulation” is and how you can use it to get your students to explore 

multiple points of view. Using the repetitive structure of Brown Bear, Brown Bear, we took on different 

perspectives of people in another book, Dear Malala, We Stand with Y ou, which is a true story about the 

struggles of a female Pakistani activist. This was a very profound activity which forced everyone to 

stand in someone else’s shoes and look at things in a new light. An activity such as this could be 

manipulated to use in primary grades all the way to college-level courses. What a great activity! It 

worked so well, even with adults.  

 

There were so many enlightening activities presented at this workshop that we plan on using in our 

future classrooms. It was really a great experience, and we valued the opportunity to make connections 

with people in the education community. We are so appreciative of the invitation and cannot wait to 

attend another workshop!  

 

Thank you, WHACTE! 

 

 

 

 

Carey Cooper and Kimberly Ayala are Pre-Service Teachers at University of Houston-Downtown 
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Let me preface this review by stating I am not a fan of Fantasy novels. I read them when I have 

to. I was first introduced to this book when Donalyn Miller presented it on her Facebook page. With that 

said, I LOVED The Girl Who Drank the Moon!! The novel opens with a horrific scene in which the 

youngest member of the Protectorate is sacrificed to the witch who lives in the woods. As a result of 

having her child taken from her, the young mother goes insane and is placed in the tower where the 

Sisters of the Star live and rule this community. Interwoven with this scene, a young Elder in training, 

deeply moved by the scene of the young mother, vows to kill the witch and free his community of this 

danger.  

Unlike the stories told in the Protectorate, Xan is a good witch whose mission is to save the 

doomed children and place them with loving families. Nourishing the hungry infants with starlight, the 

children grow up special. However on this particular journey, Xan feeds the infant moonlight, which 

fills the girl with extraordinary magic. As Luna grows, her powers become too much for Xan to control, 

and she puts a spell on her to protect everyone.  

Barnhill’s two characters, Glerk the Swamp Monster who is the voice of reason in Xan’s world, 

and Fryian, the tiny dragon with an oversized heart, quickly became my favorite creatures. Fryian’s 

innocence will remind readers of the lovable Hagrid, from the Harry Potter series.   

The Girl Who Drank the Moon will quickly become a novel which, if your classroom is like 

mine, will never grow dust. Once presented in a book talk, students will flock to it like the many paper 

birds created by the distraught mother. The Girl Who Drank the Moon converted me to really seek out 

this genre and I have not been disappointed. Order two copies for your classroom library, it will be that 

popular.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jeffery Walsdorf is an educator with Spring Branch ISD. 
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“Concrete Detail. Commentary. Commentary. Concrete Detail. Commentary. Commentary.”  

 

If Jane Schaffer had a fan club, I would have been a card-carrying member.  

 

My first year teaching, I truly believed I knew what it was to teach writing. What could be better than a 

handy outline to help students organize their thoughts, ensure they have the correct ratio of Textual 

Evidence to BS, and make it so easy for me to grade using a formulated rubric on which I could very 

easily check off the presence of thesis statements, topic sentences, and the like?  

 

I assigned papers. I didn’t teach them. The process of writing in my classroom prescribed itself to the 

correlation of due dates on the calendar, and the method of teaching fell to shallow questions met with 

loaded answers.  

 

Yet, I considered myself a good teacher. I wasn’t a teacher, really. I was a facilitator. I gave 

assignments, facilitated their completion, and graded at a level of expectation that implied teaching had 

actually taken place. I assigned a lot of things – a lot of really powerful, really creative activities that 

always made me so proud. That’s all they were, though. Just activities.  

 

But, wait. I did talk with my kids.  I sat atop my director’s chair and spoke literary brilliance into the air. 

I was always so keen on literary discussions! We had stunning conversations. Correction: I talked. They 

sat stunned.   

 

I knew the lingo, could piece together the most beautifully written objectives, could create a handout 

with the best of them, and my kids adored me. If it looks like it, sounds like it, moves like it, it must be 

it. I was a “good” teacher.  

 

I really did love my job and my kids and was always willing to further develop my awesome 

“teacheryness.” I attended Rice AP Institutes, Capturing Kids’ Hearts, the most intriguing PD sessions, 

and I totally geeked out on all of it. I would come back to school with a treasure trove full of strategies 

and activities, and like a dog with a fresh bone, I buried them in the yard - just knowing they were there 

seemed satisfaction enough.  

 

So, I jumped at the opportunity to attend the Abydos three week writing institute – three weeks of 

treasure hunting and gathering, all geared toward writing. I loved writing...when I was younger.  Yes. I 

recalled that. I loved it. I was good at it, too.  Why had I stopped?  

 

Day one of the writing institute: Writing Journey Timelines.  

 

Hmmm. Well, I always wrote growing up: scary stories, fairy tales, and even lies - brilliant fibs I loved 

showering on unsuspecting adults. Ha ha! The note I wrote the counselor in 1st grade about those boys 

shooting my cat with BB guns. That was a good one.  

 

Age six: I wrote letters to express feelings – letters to my grandfather to express my anger at his refusal 

to play Duck Hunt with me at the time I felt was convenient, my hope that he would soon fall asleep, 

never wake up, and how sad I would then be coming to his grave every day “with flowers and love in my 

heart.” I still remember penning that line.  

 

The Process of Transformation by Linsey Bové 
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Age 10: Papa died. I named my Teddy after him. “Max.” That was the day I penned my first poem: “My 

Papa is my Teddy.” I still have it – written in pencil on teddy bear stationary.  

 

7th Grade: Our original children’s books! Oh, I loved that! We illustrated, bound and read them aloud 

in the library. Mine was about the Sandman. It was awesome! 

 

As I grew up, my writing turned to poetry. Every time I got around a blank sheet of paper, poetry flowed. 

I rebelled against the formula of my teachers and wanted everything to flow full of words and symbolism 

and meaning and depth. But, in my high school Pre-AP classes, I kept failing my papers... 

 

High school is where I learned that my writing was different and completely separate from what my 

teachers wanted. Academic writing and “fun” writing were not synonymous. I never questioned it. I just 

accepted is as a reality and moved forward. I even remember times in college when I would go in and 

remove voice from my analysis essays, reminding myself that there was no place for it in academia.  

 

Eureka! There. That’s when it all stopped. High School: the place where writing comes to die and be 

reincarnated as the world’s most boring tessellation.  

 

I saw writing for school and writing for self as two completely separate and surely unequal activities. In 

all of my learned helplessness, I just lay down and let high school rob me of “my” writing. In fact, I 

ceased it all together. I only wrote when it was required. By college, I certainly knew how to write a 

paper. How? I couldn’t tell you. I don’t actually remember ever being taught how. I just remember doing 

it.  

 

So, of course I was more than happy to walk into my classroom and reveal this same reality to my 

students. Creative Writing could wait for the after school club that no one wanted to join. Classrooms 

were no place for authentic writing.  

 

Abydos changed that for me.  

 

First and foremost, the Abydos Institute reignited my own passion for writing. I was a student of the 

institute. I applied what I took in and saw the transformation in my own writing. It was incredible! I 

found myself in words again - how cathartic, therapeutic, and invigorating writing was, and I owned it. I 

wanted more.  

 

I saw the process for the first time, discovered my own process, and learned the value of taking my 

students on the journey to discover their own.   

 

I learned that meaning dictates form.  

 

I learned that academic writing is just writing and that it can and should be authentic. 

 

I learned that I owed an apology to my eccentric 11th grade English teacher who used to make us color 

code and tediously analyze our essays.  

 

“I’m so sorry, dear lady. Abydos surely cleared you of all ratiocination-related crimes.” 
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I saw that teaching doesn’t stop at the end of a strategy…that it must be carried through, nurtured, 

enlivened, and debriefed. Never underestimate the importance of the debrief.  

 

I saw that I really never understood children’s minds.  

 

I discovered AUTHENTIC conversation.  

 

I found the basal reality that only writers teach writing well.   

 

My students needed to see me write. I needed to write – often – and so did they. We needed to meet each 

other on blank pages and write learning together.  

 

The PROCESS transformed me.  

 

At the close of the institute, I campaigned quickly to become an Abydos trainer, not because I was drunk 

on the proverbial Kool-Aid. I don’t even like Kool-Aid. I was thirsty for understanding.  

 

My own fire reignited, the veil lifted from my eyes, I longed to see more.  

 

The plethora of professional readings throughout my training brought me to a new level of perception 

and of drive. My classroom slowly morphed all throughout that year, and the revolution was undeniable. 

Both my classroom and my students were brand new. I watched them become writers before my very 

eyes. They found their voices. They found freedom. They found success. I was awed. They were awed. 

They thanked me – in writing.  

 

Now, this summer, leading my first institute, I feel yet again reinvigorated. Donning the hat of the 

teacher of the institute has me percolating on how my classroom will morph yet again, how my planning 

will change, and how I’m completely unwilling to let anyone tell me “No.” 

 

I’ve seen how Abydos affects a classroom, and I’ve felt its effects as a writer. I’ll never go back to the 

teacher I was five years ago, and given the opportunity, I would write to each of my students from my 

first couple of years and tell them I was wrong.  

 

But, the process is all about moving forward. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Linsey Bové teaches 8th Grade English at The Grace School 
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“Mommy, you’re the best mommy in the whole wide world” or “Daddy, I want to be just like you when 

I grow up” are phrases toddlers often say. However, many older kids continue to look up to their parents, 

even if they don’t openly talk about it. Children notice what you say and do, whether you spend your 

days belittling others or volunteering at the local retirement community. Take advantage of your 

important role by setting a good example for your child this summer. 

 

Love Your Body 

 

Think your child is too young to hate the way they look? You might be wrong. Some kids as young as 9 

years old develop eating disorders, and it’s not unheard of for preschoolers to say things like “This pants 

make me look fat.” Even if your kids are too young to understand what they’re saying when they repeat 

phrases like that, they’ll eventually learn the power of words. 

How to Set a Positive Example for Your Child This Summer by Laura Pearson 
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As a parent, it’s your job to teach kids that their bodies are good enough. Yes, diet and exercise are 

important, and sometimes weight loss is necessary - even for children. However, making hateful 

comments about your body does not help you or your kids make positive changes. It fosters hate and 

shame, and those aren’t tools for healthy living. 

 

Even if you avoid making negative comments about your weight, your children still notice when you try 

to hide your body. Think about the last time you visited the beach or pool. Did you hide under a T-shirt 

or dress, or did you confidently strip down to your bathing suit and dive into the water? Do you wear 

jeans or long sleeves year round because you hate your body, or do you embrace your figure in weather-

appropriate garments? Kids notice these things. 

 

Eat Healthy Foods 

 

You may find it challenging to prepare healthy meals for your family during the summer, especially if 

your kids generally eat breakfast and lunch at school. You may have also fallen into a habit of devouring 

chips or cookies for breakfast as you rushed the kids off to school. Summer break is the perfect time to 

break these bad habits and set a positive example for your children. 

 

During the summer, you may notice that fresh produce costs less than it does during colder months. 

Depending on your area, you may find an abundance of seasonal produce from June to August, 

including: 

 

Radishes 

Watermelon 

Strawberries 

Raspberries 

Zucchini 

Limes 

Cherries 

Bell peppers 
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All of the items above can be heated or frozen. If you aren’t sure how to prepare them, trying eating 

them directly from their container. You can dip veggies in hummus or low-fat ranch. Fruit pairs well 

with vanilla yogurt and peanut butter. 

 

Exercise Regularly 

 

Many people hate going to the gym, and that’s okay. If the weather in your area is often sunny and warm 

during summer break, head outside to burn calories with your child. You’ll have fun working up a sweat 

together, and it may make you happy to know that physical activity can potentially prevent substance 

abuse. Use your exercise sessions to let your child know how much you love them, and remind him or 

her that you’re always available if they have concerns about issues such as drugs, alcohol, or peer 

pressure. 

 

Make sure to apply plenty of sunscreen if you exercise during the day. After-dinner walks are a nice way 

to stay in shape together if neither of you enjoy spending long periods in the sun. You can also bike, 

swim, or play volleyball during summer break. 

 

Kids watch how adults behave, and they often imitate the actions of their parents. Set a positive example 

for your family this summer by taking good care of your physical and mental health. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Laura Pearson is the founder of Edutude. She strives to find unique, creative ways for parents and 

educators to encourage students to be challenged, motivated and excited by learning. Edutude is 

currently located in Wilmington, DE. 
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In the first week of January, the Texas Education Agency announced the removal of the short answer 

response items from the End of Course exams, effective immediately.  In an email sent to district and 

ESC testing coordinators, the Student Assessment Division stated a purported reason:  “The change is an 

effort to better align with the STAAR grades 3-8 assessments, and does not affect the overall difficulty 

of the test, nor does it affect the passing standard.”   Brad Vasil, Director of Student Assessment, 

amplified at the 2017 Texas Council of Teachers of English, “This was done to reduce the testing burden 

on students. This creates a better alignment for the (expected) time it takes for students to take the test 

across all grade levels.” 

I respectfully disagree with this decision. 

To remove the short answer response mid-year is risks upsetting to all the teachers and students who 

worked on this.  In terms of alignment, one should have goals of what students should be able to do as 

productive adults and align towards that.   

The main problem, in my humble opinion. is this: for the stated reason of making sure students spent 

roughly the same number of minutes taking the test, the only opportunity for students to answer open-

ended questions about what a text means to them was removed.  Since the publication of Literature as 

Exploration in 1938, Louise Rosenblatt’s reader-response theory has shaped our understanding of 

reading, that each reader may interpret what the text means to them, in opposition to New Criticism, in 

which texts have fixed meanings.  Rosenblatt writers, “The reader brings to the work personality traits, 

memories of past events, present needs and preoccupations, a particular mood of the moment and a 

particular physical condition. These and many other elements in a never-to-be-duplicated combination 

determine his response to the text.”  If we teach by asking open-ended question, inviting multiple 

viewpoints, reading becomes an epic exploration for each reader, instead of a mundane trek towards the 

answer in the head of the teacher, or the test-maker. 

We get what we assess.  Already I have witnessed removal of lessons, curriculum, and professional 

development geared at open-ended response.  For those who think of education in no larger scope than a 

preparation for passing a test, there is now no reason for any response to reading other than bubbling A, 

B, C, or D. 

Those of the test-prep mindset possess a unique brand of cynicism, obtuseness, and madness in my 

opinion, and they are no stranger to their efforts backfiring.  A culture of excessive benchmarking and 

worksheets creates disengaged and struggling readers, and this decision will only exacerbate this sad 

state of affairs.  Here’s a few questions from the 2016 English I EOC: “Why does the author end the 

article with a quotation? By asking a series of questions in paragraph 12, the author emphasizes his —  

The author uses figurative language in this sentence to reveal that — “   If students have not explored 

texts from the stance of reader-response, thinking meaningfully about what texts mean to them, they will 

be poorly equipped to answer such author’s craft questions.    Thoughtful reading begins with thinking 

about the choices of the author and what they mean to YOU as a reader, not trying to guess the correct 

answer a teacher or a test-maker has predetermined.  Reader-response assures students that they may 

have an interpretation that is different than their neighbor yet equally valid, which encourages 
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engagement with texts and taking intellectual risks.  The removal of the short answer response will 

increase the already prevalent assign-and-assess model of instruction, in which students are given 

reading passages without instruction, answer multiple-choice questions, after which the teacher attempts 

to explain why their choice was right or wrong.  This teaching, which is not really teaching at all, is 

detrimental to test scores, critical thinking about reading, and our students’ understanding of themselves 

as human beings. 

The short answer response a portion of the test that encouraged a reader to make her own meaning of the 

text.  We cannot forget the importance of this simply because these questions have been pulled.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stephen Winton is an Instructional Coach with Houston Independent School District. 
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